Photography Guide

A picture is worth a thousand words, but a good picture is priceless. Photography brings life to our communications
and creates a visual representation of who we are. The right photo can inspire optimism and inclusion in both tone
and subject matter—so how do you capture it?
To give viewers a complete picture of Impact100, try to capture these three key interactions.
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Whole Chapter
When your whole chapter gets together, try to get these shots:

Crowd from Stage
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Speaker

Close Up

Board of Directors
When your chapter Board of Directors meets, focus on these shots:

Candid Group
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Candid Individual

Posed Group

Events With Nonprofits
At events with nonprofits, capture these shots:

Site Visits

Big Check

Voting

Photography Tips
Follow these guidelines for picture-perfect images:
Designated Photographer
Professional or not, we recommend having a designated photographer for upcoming events. If it’s not someone on
your board, invite them to board meetings for photo opportunities. Other members can send in pictures as well,
but the quality and quantity of images will benefit from a single dedicated photographer.
Camera
If you have access to a digital (DSLR) camera, use this for events. The camera’s auto setting is a good option if your
photographer is not a professional, as it allows for point-and-shoot operation.
Mobile phones are a great alternative if you don’t have access to a professional camera. When sending pictures
from a phone, be sure to select “Original Resolution” to ensure a high quality photo.The following tips will help you
make the best use of your phone’s camera:

Orientation Always take photos

Lighting Bright, natural light is best.

Composition Position your subject

in landscape orientation.

Avoid taking photos toward a window.

off-center (rule of thirds).

*TIP Tap the subject on your
screen to focus your camera
and ensure the best lighting.

Zoom Unless your phone has two

Variety Include a healthy combination of posed and candid shots.

lenses, never use zoom. Digital
zoom will affect the quality of your
photos. Opt instead to move your
feet farther from, or closer to, your
subject. Professional cameras like
DSLRs use an optical zoom that will
not affect photo quality.
Posed

Please send photos with captions to wendy@impact100council.org.

Candid

